
 Photos of your home 
Please email us some snapshots of your home and the areas you plan to improve. Include close ups that

show any specific issues you want to discuss. For a glazed extension or conservatory, photograph outside
the space where you want to build this and the existing room/s where the new space will be adjoining.

For replacement windows and doors, take outside photos of the house elevations.   

Take some approximate measurements
If it’s a glazed extension, please measure the approximate length and width.

For replacement windows and doors, just follow our approximate measuring guide below.

These measurements will help us to advise you on designs and to prepare your quote.

Show us your dream
If you’ve been inspired by photos of homes and finished projects or have details of products you

like the look of, just show them to us when we get together on our call.

Send us any plans for your project
If you’ve got any plans drawn up already, we’d love to see them so we can see your vision.

You can share them with us on our call or send them to us.

Hello, 

We’re looking forward chatting with you and discovering more about your plans for improving your 
home.

In our video consultation call we will share ideas with you and show you some of our recent projects that 
we think will give you inspiration.

Before we meet on our call, please run through this quick checklist, any details you can send us will help 
us to prepare the best information and advice for you. 

Your home improvement
is in safe hands



Take measurements from the outside where 
possible, for upstairs inside is fine.

Measurements should be in either 
millimetres or centimetres.

Measure the overall width and height of the 
opening that the window or door fits into. 
This will be from wall to wall, or wall to floor 
level when measuring the height of a door.

How to take approximate measurements of
windows and doors

For a bay window, from the inside measure 
the overall width and height from wall to wall.

Please send us snapshots of the windows and 
doors as well. 

If you are measuring a door, include any 
sidelights or a toplight in your overall 
measurements.
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